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Abstract
Mobile apps have gained a significant amount of traction in the past decade. An often-neglected subject in this context is the help content in mobile apps. As these help systems are
not standardized yet and the relevant international standards encompass more than just
mobile help content, there is an imperative need to define said guidelines. This thesis utilizes the method of expert interviews via qualitative content analysis to determine how mobile help content ought to be structured and presented. Specifically, the subjects of research
are whether help content must be structured internally, whether internal content can replace
static formats, and whether smartphone usage has shortened attention spans regarding the
presentation of help content. Aforementioned experts were selected from neighboring fields
of research to answer these questions. The generated data was compared to prior compiled
literature and research data and merged into a prototypical concept for Labscope, an imaging app by Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH for microscopy in scholastic and scientific routine
settings. In conclusion, almost all hypotheses were verified with limitations. Expert and research results have shown conclusively that help content in mobile apps should be internal,
even if only disguised as such, due to the raised usability and user experience. Additionally,
internal help content should replace static formats due to the latter’s inflexibility, and while
the shortened attention spans appear to be a myth, the implications for help content still
stay the same.
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Introduction

1. Introduction
The introduction gives a brief overview on the topic at hand. It is then followed by background information about Zeiss Labscope, the scope of this thesis, and ends with a definition of the goal and research questions.

1.1. Overview
Help content in mobile apps is not standardized yet unlike general software user documentation. Since the ISO/IEC 26514, which incorporates both printed and digital user documentation, was released in 2008 and no release date for the replacement has been published
yet, guidelines for help content in mobile apps are necessary (see also ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC
7 Software and systems engineering, 2008; ISO, n.d.). The decrease of user retention in
mobile apps by more than 15% in 2019 compared to 2018 and the increase of market share
for mobile devices to almost 55% in 2020 further highlight this necessity for improved help
content in mobile apps (see also StatCounter GlobalStats, 2020; Statista, 2019).
The definition of help content in mobile apps is based on the one used by Grünwied in 2018.
It encompasses all elements that instruct the users in mobile apps. Furthermore, the terms
push content as system-initiated content, which equals user assistance, as well as pull content as user-initiated content, which equals app help, are of the same origin (Grünwied,
2018, p. 17). These terms are used in subsequent chapters of this thesis.

1.2. Background
The example in this thesis is a mobile app by Zeiss called Labscope. It is an imaging app
that is predominantly used in basic scholastic and scientific environments. It enables the
user to perform these main tasks:
•

Monitoring live images of connected microscopes

•

Snapping images of the live view

•

Annotating the samples

•

Sharing the data with other users

•

Documenting the results

(see also Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH, n.d.)
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The app does not contain any form of mobile help content apart from overlays, which function as descriptions of the UI elements. The figure below shows an example of these overlays.

Figure 1 Example of Labscope UI Overlay
Reference (based on screenshots by author from Zeiss Labscope)
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As of December 2019, the only other available help content is a quick guide for a specific
workflow that is not linked to the app, and downloadable on the Zeiss website for Labscope
(see also Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH, 2019). Due to this lack of help content, a new concept is needed, and a first draft is proposed in this thesis in 5.4. This application is subsequently referred to simply as Labscope.

1.3. Scope of Work
This thesis does not include any content regarding the implementation of the researched
results. Therefore, actual programming of content, creating design templates, procedural
knowledge, and creating help content are not part of this work.
Furthermore, mainly the iOS Version of Labscope is regarded as a reference since this
thesis discusses the help content of mobile apps and no Android version is available as of
December 2019 (Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH, n.d.). Some results may also affect the
Windows version, which is not explicitly mentioned.
The results of this work are applicable to mobile apps in general and are referring to Labscope as an example. Hence, they are not representative of specific content for Labscope
bar the concept.

1.4. Goals and Research Questions
The goal of this thesis is to demonstrate the importance of guidelines for help content in
mobile apps and how this content should be structured and presented. This encompasses
the necessity to condense help content into concise chunks of information within the app
itself.
To reach this goal, the present state of research in the fields of user experience, usability,
and psychology concerning mobile apps is inspected and compiled. Afterward, interviews
with experts in their respective fields are held, the interview data is compared to current
publications, and the consequent results are to be molded into a short concept for Labscope.
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The following figure shows the two main research questions and the respective hypotheses.
Research Question

Hypotheses

How does help content H1: Help content for mobile H1.1: The more help content
have to be structured for apps must be found within is found within the applicamobile apps?

the application.

tion, the higher the usability
of the application.
H1.2: User assistance has to
be prioritized over external
app help content.

H2: Help content within the application replaces online help
and printed manuals.
How does help content H3: Usage of smart devices H3.1: Help content within
have to be presented in has led to shortened atten- mobile apps must be premobile apps?

tion spans.

sented in a brief and straightforward manner.
H3.2: Help content within
mobile apps has to contain
elements

of

visualization

such as icons or animations.
Figure 2 Research Questions and Hypotheses
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2. Research
This chapter starts with a short inspection of the software documentation standard. It is then
split into different fields of research. While these are closely related to each other, distinctions have to be made to properly arrange the information. According to Jacobsen and
Meyer, usability is a part of user experience. It is described as the extent of how efficient,
effective, and satisfactory users can accomplish their goals (Jacobsen & Meyer, 2017, pp.
34–35). In addition, user experience encompasses the aspects before, during, and after the
usage of the application by the users (Jacobsen & Meyer, 2017, pp. 35–36). The following
figure shows the described relationship between the two disciplines.

User Experience
Before
using
the app

After
using
the app

Usablility

Using the app

Figure 3 Definition of User Experience and Usability
Reference (based on Jacobsen & Meyer, 2017, p. 35)

Aside from the relevant facets of these two fields, psychological aspects, which may be
applicable to help content in mobile apps, are compiled.

2.1. Software Documentation Standard
In order to set a scope for the incompatibility of the software documentation standard for
mobile help content, the ISO/IEC 26514 is inspected first. While many parts can be applied
to apps due to generalized wording, two main factors appear to be unsuitable for apps. First,
on-screen help content is treated as a separate entity to the software it is related to. For
example, a printed version of the help content, despite having help content within the app,
is required and a visual distinction between help content and the app itself is needed
(ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 7 Software and systems engineering, 2008, pp. 71–74). Second, the
recommendations for the help content are too strict for a mobile context. For example, articles in software text are recommended at all times (ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 7 Software and
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systems engineering, 2008, p. 101) which opposes established patterns like “Undo Typing”
in iOS (Apple, n.d.-c).
Evidently, alternative guidelines from other fields have to be taken into consideration and
thus the need for the following two chapters.

2.2. Usability and User Experience
The following content regarding usability and user experience is compiled in regard to mobile help content. The subjects of technical processes and testing methods are excluded as
this thesis does not address the implementation and testing of help content.

2.2.1. Standards
According to Nielsen’s usability heuristics for user interface design, users in an optimal setting do not need help content to use the application, but if it is implemented, it should be
“easy to search, focused on the user’s task, list concrete steps to be carried out, and not be
too large.” (Nielsen, 1994a) This complements the principles for the presentation of information in DIN EN ISO 9241-112 which, applied to mobile help content, are as follows:
•

Detectability:
The help content is detectable as such, sets an acceptable time frame, shows the
most important parts continuously, and refers to other parts of the information if only
a part can be shown.

•

Freedom of distraction:
Irrelevant content should not distract the user from the help system.

•

Discriminability:
Users should be able to differentiate between different kinds of help content.

•

Unambiguous interpretability:
Help content should be unambiguous to the user by being complete, using familiar
terms and vocabulary for users, and meet the users’ cognitive needs.

•

Conciseness:
Help content should contain necessary information.

•

Consistency:
Help content is consistent if it is in line with its own system and established patterns.

(see also Grünwied, 2017, p. 75; ISO/TC 159 SC 4 Ergonomics of human-system
interaction, 2017, pp. 15–28)
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Since users also interact with mobile help content, a glance at the interaction principles in
DIN EN ISO 9241-110 also offers advantages. Applied to mobile help content, the implications are as follows:
•

Suitability for the user’s task:
The help content is based on use cases and is available context-sensitively.

•

Self-descriptiveness:
Help text supports the visual elements within the UI.

•

Conformity with user expectations:
The help content is oriented towards familiar and established patterns.

•

Learnability:
Users are introduced via push help whereas pull help covers rare and complex use
cases.

•

Controllability:
Push help content such as onboarding elements can be deactivated. Users have
control over speed, sequence, and frequency of help content.

•

Use error robustness:
Help systems in apps warn the user beforehand and offer assistance in case of
mistakes.

•

User engagement:
The help content can engage users by creating a good first impression with onboarding elements and involves them by means of interactivity.

(see also Grünwied, 2017, pp. 73–74; ISO/TC 159 SC 4 Ergonomics of human-system
interaction, 2019, pp. 7–22)
The referenced DIN EN ISO 9241-110 is a draft and subject to change.

2.2.2. Manuals and Guidebooks
In 2011, Nielsen labeled the display as “the world’s most valuable real estate”. What he
essentially meant was that screen areas are highly limited and should be used wisely
(Nielsen, 2011). There are many factors that make this difficult, e.g. elements like software
keyboards (Mendoza, 2013, p. 122) and having “sausage fingers” for small buttons (Nielsen
& Budiu, 2013, p. 69). Therefore, one of the most substantial problems is the limited size of
the screen. Many limits of space are stated in manuals and the common denominator for
mobile content seems to be that one screen should contain the relevant information
(Mendoza, 2013, p. 13; Semler, 2016, p. 163) because scrolling too much is detrimental to
14
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users (Mendoza, 2013, p. 102; Nielsen & Budiu, 2013, p. 27). This implies that help content
must be arranged in one screen as well, no matter how complex the workflow is.
Additionally, there are also mentions of textual limits. For example, ISO/IEC 26514 states
up to 60 characters per line while others range the limit from 45 to 90 letters per line
(ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 7 Software and systems engineering, 2008, p. 69; Semler, 2016, p.
358). Since mobile users do not tend to read manuals and prefer exploring the app on their
own via trial and error (Krug, 2014, pp. 25, 51), a more simplified way of looking at the
subject seems to be better suited. According to Nielsen and Budiu, text passages should
be as short as possible and not contain any unnecessary parts (Nielsen & Budiu, 2013, pp.
52, 132–133). Therefore, text in mobile help content should be as short as possible and not
contain information that is not related to the task.
Another widespread similarity in the fields of UX and usability is the desire to keep things
simple. Phrases like “Be clean and lean.”, “Less is more.” or “Don’t make me think.” are
indicators thereof (Krug, 2014, p. 12; Mendoza, 2013, p. 102; Semler, 2016, p. 88). A good
way to enforce this notion is to maintain a minimum of the elements that users must know
before being able to use the app (Semler, 2016, p. 197). The mentioned elements are often
stated as either established patterns, which are commonly used across platforms, (Gralak
& Stark, 2015, p. 12) or patterns that are settled in operating systems (Semler, 2016, pp.
196–199). These patterns not only cover graphical issues like icons (Jacobsen & Meyer,
2017, p. 369) but also text segments (Nielsen & Budiu, 2013, pp. 133–134). Thus, help
content should also follow common preexisting patterns and use familiar phrases. One of
those patterns is the recommendation to use text and elements of visualization in tandem
to direct the user’s gaze to textual passages and to ultimately raise the user’s comprehension (Jacobsen & Meyer, 2017, p. 372; Semler, 2016, p. 409).
Semler stated that users in mobile apps usually only make use of around 20% of the functionality, which implies that the main features of an app have to be identified and explained
(Semler, 2016, p. 137). One of the most important parts of an app to explain such functions
is the onboarding. It typically contains between three to five slides and demonstrates one
functionality one slide at a time (Semler, 2016, pp. 162–163). Other essentials for an
onboarding are to be accessible before any kind of registration (Nielsen & Budiu, 2013, pp.
101–104) and to offer the option to restart the onboarding after its initial appearance (Krug,
2014, p. 157). According to Semler, the use of elements of visualization in this kind of help
content is recommended and goes even one step further. Visualized assistants should be
utilized whenever the user is directly addressed (Semler, 2016, pp. 419–421). However,
while the usage of assistants like chatbots offers additional ways of interaction in help content, two decisive factors have to be considered. They must be relevant to the intended area
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of application (Rechtien, 2019, p. 23) and there is still a certain apprehension towards the
complete trust of this technology (Hoffmann, 2019, p. 58).
The argument that pull help should be avoided seems to be apparent in some guidelines.
For example, having an FAQ is detrimental to the UX of an app (Semler, 2016, p. 138). The
external content that is usually found in these help areas should also be used sporadically
to not disturb the user in his workflow (Grünwied, 2017, p. 68). In case this kind of help
content cannot be avoided, one needs a way to display these external sources. Mendoza
termed browsers that are used within a mobile app as “embedded web views” (Mendoza,
2013, p. 14). Onward, these are referred to as in-app browser in this thesis. They are described as widely spread since an app must be connected to the internet eventually and
links to external browsers are not up-to-date (Mendoza, 2013, p. 17). This form of pull help
can be utilized to bring external help content to the inside of the app because help content
might only be available online.

2.3. Psychological Aspects
The following psychological aspects are compiled due to their relevance to mobile help
content. The extensive field of color psychology is left out because mobile help content
mostly plays a tangential role in relation to the design of the app itself.

2.3.1. Visualization and Text
Concerning the balance between text and visual elements in help content, dual coding theory seems to be applicable. It theorizes that memory of information is easier retained if the
information is presented in both textual and visualized channels (Clark & Paivio, 1991, pp.
170–173). But as the human environment is becoming progressively more visual than textual, humans generate more trust towards images due to their emotional effect (Heimann &
Schütz, 2018, p. 54). The power of images can further be broadened by humanizing the
visualizations but this might contain the risk of being perceived as simple by viewers, thus
alienating them (Heimann & Schütz, 2018, pp. 77–78).
These factors might indicate that both channels must be used when new information in form
of tutorials or new UI elements has to be remembered, but visual elements should generally
outweigh text in mobile UIs. Also, the humanization of content has to be considered carefully
in regard to the target group.
While the Gutenberg diagram is perhaps better suited for text passages, the basic principle
can still be relevant to mobile help content. It describes an eye gaze pattern from the upper
left corner to the lower right corner. This separates views into four quadrants where the
upper right and lower left are not as significant to viewers as the upper left and lower right
16
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quadrants (Lidwell, Holden, & Butler, 2010, pp. 118–119). Since it is more text-suited, the
assumption to place help content accordingly might not be as relevant as using the laws of
Gestalt, which are commonly used in all fields of design (Heimann & Schütz, 2018, p. 208).
For example, the law of proximity states that elements placed near to each other are perceived as related and the law of similarity states that visually similar elements are perceived
as closely related (Koffka, 1935, pp. 164–165, 694; Lidwell et al., 2010, pp. 196–197, 226–
227).
These principles can be used for placement of help content in mobile apps, e.g. the placement of the help icon or the presentation of a pull help area with boundaries. On top of that,
laws of Gestalt are also applicable to textual elements and can therefore be used for all
aspects of help content (see also Aumann, 2018, pp. 51–53).

2.3.2. Memory Limit
For the limitations of memory, Hick’s law and Miller’s magical number are often referenced
as guidelines (see also Gralak & Stark, 2015, p. 20; Heimann & Schütz, 2018, p. 46;
Jacobsen & Meyer, 2017, p. 45). Miller’s magical number seven states that humans retain
pieces of information ideally within the range of seven plus or minus two (Miller, 1956, pp.
95–96). Additionally, Cowan’s research suggested that the number must be reduced to four
if the information is variable and inconsistent (Cowan, 2000, p. 114).
According to Hick, a directly proportional correlation exists between the number of choices
and the amount of time taken to decide on one of the given choices (Hick, 1952, p. 25).
However, a more recent study has shown that the decision time is not only dependent on
the number of choices but also on the presentation in patterns. If the information is ordered
in a comprehensible fashion like a thematical arrangement, the decision time does not increase as much as with number of choices (Rosati, 2013, pp. 11–13). Additionally, Seow
also stated that Hick’s law is not applicable to situations where one is well prepared and
acquainted with the choices (Seow, 2005, pp. 341–342).
These factors applied to mobile help content suggest that using variable channels of information for new content can reduce the appropriate number of informational pieces to four.
This limit can also be higher if the information is organized accordingly.

2.3.3. Memory Retention
To retain the received information, different techniques can be used to push the natural
limits. On one hand, the information can be kept by several repetitions, but comprehension
of the content drastically accelerates the speed of recollection(Heimann & Schütz, 2018, p.
47). On the other hand, stories in combination with information increase the number of
17
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retained items up to 30 (Heimann & Schütz, 2018, p. 48). This semantic aspect further adds
to the duration of retention.
The priority of enabling users to understand rather than repeat one piece of information is
likely more suited for mobile help content. Further, the inclusion of storytelling can be
adapted to situations where users might have to conduct more than four steps. This is supported by Kilpert who stated that an enhancement to tutorials can be made by utilizing aspects of storytelling in the progression of this kind of help content (Kilpert, 2019, p. 19).
However, story elements might not fit the intended look and feel depending on the application.
Another aspect of memory retention is to utilize mirror neurons in tutorials. Humans experience a part of the task themselves even when simply observing others doing it (Heimann &
Schütz, 2018, p. 26). The mirror neurons also stimulate humans to perform the seen task
and learn the process by doing it themselves (Rizzolatti, Fabbri-Destro, & Cattaneo, 2009,
p. 32).
Lastly, the halo effect might also be of use in this context of retaining help content information. According to Thorndike, special attributes of a person might affect the perception
of said person in others, beneficially and detrimentally as well (Thorndike, 1920, pp. 25–
29). This may be used in help content to leave a good impression on the users by gaining
their affection with an engaging and interactive tutorial.

2.3.4. Attention Span
According to a research report from Microsoft Canada, the average human attention span
decreased to eight seconds in 2013 (Gausby, 2015, p. 6). This has widely been dismissed
by other researchers based on the conclusion that a lot of trivial tasks would not be possible
if this were true (Bradbury, 2016, p. 509; Subramanian, 2018, pp. 2–3). In scholastic teaching, attention spans from ten to 15 minutes are stated and also rejected by contrasting research (Bradbury, 2016, pp. 510–513; Wilson & Korn, 2007, pp. 85–88). For instance, the
reason for shorter attention in classrooms is not a shortened attention span but rather a lack
of motivation (Subramanian, 2018, p. 4). The attention span of students can also not be
correlated to problem-solving skills according to a study conducted in 2019 (Ellah, Achor, &
Enemarie, 2019, p. 141).
According to Kahneman, the human brain is divided into two systems. System 1 represents
the part that acts fast and subconsciously, while system 2 stands for the slower part that
makes logical and rational decisions. Most of the time system 1 takes precedence in decisions. (Kahneman, 2011, pp. 21–25) The coined portmanteau term of “satisficing” by Simon
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in 1956 supports this notion because it also implies that humans choose the next best
choice when faced with many (Simon, 1956, p. 136).
The implication for help content in a mobile context could be that while there are no proven
limits of attention span, the content should still be presented in short and concise fragments
due to the users naturally choosing the next best options provided in the UI. Moreover, the
content should stimulate users and motivate action.
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3. Methodology
This chapter describes the sequence of methods for this thesis. The chosen methods are
defined, and the application thereof is reported.

3.1. Method Selection
Considering the hypotheses, the research methods for this thesis are the expert interview
and the qualitative content analysis. Since standards are yet to be established in the field
of research, the qualitative method of interviewing experts on the topic at hand appears to
be the favorable way of research. Furthermore, a qualitative approach is advantageous
because false correlations of quantitative studies can be avoided (Mayring, 2016, p. 27).
One of the biggest assets of expert interviews is being able to collect technical, procedural,
and interpretive knowledge (Bogner, Littig, & Menz, 2014, pp. 17–20). Seeing that this thesis wants to acquire not only technical knowledge but also interpretive knowledge, the
choice of collecting the research data fell on interviewing experts.
Mayring defines qualitative content analysis as a mixed-methods approach for the analysis
of data (Mayring, 2014, p. 6). Mixed methods stand for scientific methods that blend both
qualitative and quantitative data (Kuckartz, 2018, p. 33). In order to visualize the results,
some quantitative data is needed. Hence, the qualitative content analysis was chosen as
the method of research.

3.2. Experts
3.2.1. Definition
Before the experts can be selected, a definition of an expert has to be established first.
Some argue that the definition of an expert is a creation of the researcher, but there are
more aspects that play a role in defining an expert than those formed by the researcher
(Bogner et al., 2014, pp. 10–11).
First, since this thesis covers a real-life application, an expert has to possess a certain
amount of practical knowledge. They are not only knowledgeable but also aware of how to
utilize their know-how in real-life situations (Bogner et al., 2014, pp. 12–15).
Second, since it is not important whether the expert holds a high societal position and the
emphasis should be on knowledge, an expert has to be differentiated from an elite. Elites
are individuals that possess their specialized knowledge due to their leading positions in
society (Gläser & Laudel, 2010, p. 11). Therefore, an expert does not have to carry high
amounts of power in their area of expertise.
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Third, an expert’s knowledge is highly relevant to the goal of the research (Gläser & Laudel,
2010, p. 13). Since the topic of help content in mobile apps is highly specialized, it is not
possible to acquire a high number of experts that exclusively work in this field. Thus, the
expert’s field should be closely related to the established research questions in 1.4.
Taking these three points into account, the following rules were established as criteria for
the selection of the participants in the expert interviews:
•

They must work in their respective fields and have at least two years of working
experience. They also cannot be on year-long hiatuses.

•

They do not have to be in leading positions in their respective fields.

•

They must at least be working in closely related fields of expertise to UX, usability,
psychology or software documentation.

3.2.2. Selection
In addition to the definition, more rules for the selection of experts must be set. First, the
number of participants has to be determined. This is dependent on the available amount of
time, the distribution of needed information across all the participants, and the level of necessary empirical coverage. While the empirical coverage is a matter of discretion, the other
two factors can be accounted for (Gläser & Laudel, 2010, pp. 103–106).
Applied to this work, the following numbers must be included in the equation. The estimated
amount of time for planning, conducting and transcribing the interview equals ten to 15 times
the time of the actual interview (Dresing & Pehl, 2018, p. 5). Since these steps are planned
as one quarter of the approximately 300 working hours for the thesis which amounts to 75
hours, a fifteenth of the time can be planned for the actual amount of interview time which
equals five hours. This can be split into five one-hour-long interviews.
The second accountable factor is the distribution of information across all participants. Since
there are four possible defined fields of expertise and three defined fields of research in this
thesis, the number of participants should not fall short of three. Hence, the chosen number
of interviewees should rank between three and five.
Lastly, to ensure certain objectivity of the respondents, the interviewees must not be in a
personal relationship with the interviewer if it can be avoided. This would lead to partial and
potentially missing information (Gläser & Laudel, 2010, p. 118).
These three arguments were added to the prior established criteria.
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3.3. Interview Guide
As a universal form of interview guides for expert interviews does not exist (Bogner et al.,
2014, p. 31), a suitable approach to deciding on the form of the interview guide is to align it
with the expected results and consequently with the research questions. Thus, the chosen
form of the interview is a combination of the explorative and theory-generating expert interviews. On one hand, the openness of the explorative interview ensures a wide range of
technical knowledge (Bogner et al., 2014, pp. 23–24). On the other hand, the subjectivity of
the theory-generating interview provides a fundamental base for interpretive knowledge
(Bogner et al., 2014, p. 25). Since neither require a strictly formulated interview guide in
order to assure a natural flow of the conversation, a subject-oriented guide is chosen as the
form of guidelines (Bogner et al., 2014, p. 28). This means that important subjects are defined but individual formulated questions are not (see also Gläser & Laudel, 2010, p. 41).
Since these subjects serve as a reminder for the to be discussed topics (Bogner et al., 2014,
p. 28; Gläser & Laudel, 2010, p. 142), a graphical form of interview guide is suitable for the
expert interviews. The following figure shows a simplified segment of the created interview
guide to exhibit its characteristics.

Presentation

Interview
Questions
Categories

Structure

Introductory
Questions

Figure 4 Hierarchy of Interview Guide

Since the questions might not be answered in a specific order and the goal of the interview
guide is to generate enough information for the research questions, the categories of topics
were arranged in mind maps with hierarchies, i.e. below “Introductory Questions” is the next
level with subjects like “Permission to record and anonymity”. The three main categories
were defined as:
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•

Introductory Questions

•

Presentation

•

Structure

The complete interview guide, including text passages, is in A – Interview Guide.
To establish a common ground for all the interviews, the following rules were set:
•

The interview starts with introductory questions like the permission to record and the
experiences of the participant.

•

New subjects are introduced to the participant first to even out the knowledge base.
If the participant understands the scope without the introduction, this step can be
neglected.

•

Questions must be easily understandable. This also encompasses colloquial terms.

•

Open questions to stimulate narration are to be followed by closed questions to confirm comprehension of the narrated information.

•

The interviewer must not provoke or agitate the participant.

•

The interviewer must remain neutral in his phrasing throughout the interview.

•

The interview ends with a note of gratitude and segues into an informal conversation.

(see also Bogner et al., 2014, pp. 59–69; Gläser & Laudel, 2010, pp. 144–145)

3.4. Setup
Interview guides are not to be distributed to the participants beforehand, as to be able to
deviate from the interview structure in order to let the experts talk freely. Therefore, the
interviewees do not need to prepare for specialized information like in systematic expert
interviews (Bogner et al., 2014, pp. 30–31).
While a pretest is highly mandatory for quantitative studies, the same cannot be said for
qualitative studies. An interview guide for quantitative studies has to be carefully prepared
before distribution because changing the content afterward is usually not possible. Guides
for qualitative studies can be changed and adapted according to the generated information
from the preceding interview (Gläser & Laudel, 2010, pp. 107–108). A pretest with the supervisor at Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH, Christoph Kübler, was still performed to test the
timeframe of one hour, to trial the flow of the conversation using the guide, and to familiarize
the interviewer with the situation.
Face-to-face interviews are to be preferred because the interviewer has more control over
the progression of the interview by reacting to the non-verbal signals of the expert.
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Furthermore, the participant is more likely to share their views in a personal environment,
which potentially yields richer results (Gläser & Laudel, 2010, p. 154). If a face-to-face interview is not possible due to logistic reasons, the next choice is the video call or conference
call. While these kinds of interviews lose the advantages mentioned above due to the limited
or non-existing visual space, it is still possible to record audio data which is vital for the
transcription (Gläser & Laudel, 2010, p. 193). It is also better suited to narrations than interviews via emails. Hence, the face-to-face interviews were held in their preferred environment and their mother tongue with the video or conference call as the second choice.

3.5. Transcription
Language is often a neglected topic in qualitative research (Bogner et al., 2014, p. 43). If
the interviewer and the interviewee do not speak the same mother tongue, English is used
for mutual understanding. If this is not the case, the language of origin may be used.
There are no golden rules for transcription. Nevertheless, rules must be established and
applied uniformly to all transcriptions (Gläser & Laudel, 2010, p. 193). To maintain consistency between all the transcripts, the following rules were set:
•

The transcription is literal. The content is not to be summarized during transcription
in order to avoid misunderstanding.

•

Colloquial phrases are to be corrected to the standard language.

•

Emphasized statements are capitalized.

•

Half sentences are marked by “/” and pauses are marked by “(…)”.

•

For better legibility, periods are favored instead of commas.

•

Numbers below 13 are written out and numbers above twelve are kept as numbers.

•

There is one paragraph for each speaker. In the case of longer passages, one
speaker can be spread over many paragraphs but is still indicated by their abbreviations (“I:” for the interviewer and “P:” for the participant).

(see also Dresing & Pehl, 2018, pp. 21–22; Dresing, Pehl, & Schmieder, 2015, pp. 27–30)
To avoid problems of comprehension, language-specific rules like “(laughter)” for non-verbal
passages were left out.
The transcripts of this thesis can be found in B – Transcripts.
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3.6. Qualitative Content Analysis
The expected data from semi-structured interviews consists of technical and interpretive
knowledge (see also Bogner et al., 2014, pp. 24–25). Therefore, the needed answers for
the research might not be found directly where the question is asked. Thus, a coding system
is the most fitting for the analysis (Flick, von Kardoff, & Steinke, 2004, p. 255).
According to Bogner et al., computer-aided solutions are peerless when it comes to qualitative content analysis (Bogner et al., 2014, p. 83). Mayring agrees with this sentiment and
mentions MAXQDA as the second most used tool for qualitative content analysis which also
includes quantitative processes (Mayring, 2015, pp. 115, 118). Since the results are anticipated to hold both qualitative and quantitative values, MAXQDA was chosen as the tool.
Kuckartz differentiates between three base forms of qualitative content analysis: thematic,
evaluative and type-building. The one applied in this thesis was the thematic content analysis, because it bases the generated codes on the content of the data, structures it in thematic categories, and represents both sides of content as follows (Kuckartz, 2018, p. 97).
On one hand, assigning codes to the transcripts and summarizing the codes represent the
qualitative side. On the other hand, the analyses of occurrences and correlation of codes
represent the quantitative side of the results (see also Mayring, 2014, p. 10).
The following figure exhibits the seven steps of the thematic content analysis in a simplified
way. The steps with white backgrounds exemplify those that are in link with the research
question.

1 - Initial Work
with Text

2 - Development
of Main
Categories

3 - First Coding
with Main
Categories

4 - Compilation of
the Assigned Text
Passages

5 - Development
of Subcategories

6 - Second
Coding with All
Categories

7 - Analysis and
Visualization of
Results
Figure 5 Seven Steps of Thematic Content Analysis
Reference (based on Kuckartz, 2018, p. 100)
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Initial Work with Text
The first step starts with the marking of important text passages, taking notes in the form of
memos and initial summaries of the cases (Kuckartz, 2018, p. 101).
In this thesis, the important text passages were marked with the four following color codes:
•

Yellow stands for the code “Explanation”. This encompasses passages where the
interviewer explained background information to the participant.

•

Purple stands for the code “Background”. This describes text parts where the participants elaborated background information that is not relevant to the subject.

•

Blue stands for the code “Content”. It describes text parts where participants
stated their points of view on subjects.

•

Red stands for the code “Argument”. This includes text parts where participants
solidified their points of view on subjects with reasons and arguments.

At the same time, initial ideas and short summaries were noted down as memos. For instance, “Mentions the inclusion of technical writers in the creation of app help. Is maybe
usable as an argument for more technical competence of technical writers.” is the content
of a memo.

Development of Main Categories
The second step is issued around developing the main categories as main codes. Regularly,
the main categories can be derived from the research questions or the acquisition of the
data. This step also includes a first trial of the defined codes by assigning them to up to a
quarter of the data. (Kuckartz, 2018, pp. 101–102)
In this thesis, the main categories were defined deductively. This means that they are derivatives of the research question and ergo the interview guide (Kuckartz, 2018, p. 102).
These codes were tried with approximately 10% of the text and the following main codes
were defined:
•

•
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ST – Structure
o

LO – Location

o

FO – Format

PR – Presentation
o

PS – Push

o

PL – Pull

o

VT – Visualization and text
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First Coding with Main Categories
The third step is defined by the coding of all data with the defined main codes. Each paragraph is read separately. Then the categories are assigned to each line of text. Irrelevant
passages can remain without a code. In addition, text passages can hold one or more codes
simultaneously. (Kuckartz, 2018, pp. 102–103)
In this thesis, all five transcripts were coded with the established main codes from the previous step. While the irrelevant passages stayed uncoded, some of those passages including background information about experts were also coded with “OT – Other” because they
can be relevant to the description of experts. However, this code was not used in the analysis.

Compilation of the Assigned Text Passages
Step four is often performed together with step five. Here, the text passages that are assigned to the main codes are compiled in summary grids. Each code contains the assigned
information in order of the cases. (Kuckartz, 2018, p. 106)
In this thesis, the cases equal the participants of the interviews. Hence, all the text passages
of each interviewee were shown according to their assigned codes.

Development of Subcategories
While observing the compiled data in the summary grids, the subcategories are defined
inductively. This means that they are developed by working with the data. They are usually
more differentiated than the main categories and supported by examples in their descriptions. (Kuckartz, 2018, pp. 106–107)
In this thesis, the subcategories were defined by ideas of visualizing the results, extending
the definitions of the main categories, and differentiating the main results. The content of
the main codes was also transferred to the lower levels of subcodes in order to avoid coding
the same data twice. Therefore, the code structure, including the newly formed subcodes,
changed to the codes is shown in 4.2. The supportive examples are in the codebook in C –
Codebook.

Second Coding with All Categories
Step six is a laborious phase of the thematic content analysis. The complete data is coded
once more with all categories. This includes all main codes and subcodes. Afterward, the
codes are compiled with their assigned text passages and summarized to facilitate the analysis of the data. (Kuckartz, 2018, pp. 110–112)
In this thesis, all five transcripts were coded with all categories. The compilations were summarized, translated, and can be found in D – Code Summaries.
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Analysis and Visualization of Results
Kuckartz defines six forms of analysis and visualization for thematic content analyses
(Kuckartz, 2018, p. 117). The following figure shows the three forms that were used in this
thesis. They are arranged in this funnel shape because these three types of analysis generate the expected results.

Correlation
between
Categories

Categorybased
Evaluation

Visualization
of the
Correlations

Results
Figure 6 Forms of Analysis in a Thematic Content Analysis
Reference (based on Kuckartz, 2018, p. 118)

Firstly, the categories were evaluated in form of summaries and between-case analyses
(Kuckartz, 2018, p. 117) while considering the number of participants stating their arguments and what those consisted of. Secondly, correlations between the defined categories,
i.e. codes and cases, were analyzed in a code matrix browser. This figure indicates the
quantity of codes assigned to certain cases (Kuckartz & Rädiker, 2019, pp. 157–158). In
addition, a code relation browser that exhibits the relationship between codes regarding the
occurrences of codes in close proximity was also analyzed (Kuckartz & Rädiker, 2019, pp.
160–161). Thirdly, the browsers were exported from MAXQDA and added to the correlations. Then, the researcher re-coded the transcripts after the analysis with all established
codes.
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4. Results
This chapter starts with short descriptions of the experts and covers the qualitative and
quantitative results.

4.1. Description of Experts
From the mentioned criteria in 3.2.1, 13 experts were inquired. Out of these 13 potential
interviewees, eight were willing to participate. Eventually, five experts were chosen for individual interviews because of better corresponding schedules and the defined maximum
number of respondents.
The following figure shows the five experts that were interviewed in form of short descriptions. They are ranked by the date of the interview, i.e. P1 first and P5 last.
Abbreviation

Occupation & Years of Duration

& Experience

Relevant Duties

& Form

Name
P1

Technical

Documenta- 01:03:05

Partici-

tion Engineer at an IoT

pant 1

development and digi-

Conference Call

talization company for

Michael
Gögler

Participant 3

Market Sector Manager 00:49:40

Customer relations in the academ-

at Carl Zeiss Micros-

ical and clinical microscopy sector

copy GmbH for eleven

Participant 4

Face-toface interview

Professor of Psychology 00:48:30

Teaching of several psychology

at a University of Ap-

courses, e.g. Introduction to psy-

plied Sciences for five
years

P4

bile apps

content

years
P3

tion for applications including mo-

Revision of UI based on textual

two years
P2

Creation of software documenta-

Face-toface interview

chology and Engineering psychology

Senior UX Designer at a 00:56:39

Supervisor for projects concerning

mobile

mainly mobile UX and usability so-

app

develop-

ment company for two
years

Conference Call

lutions, e.g. simple apps with one
function or complex administrative
apps
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P5
Michelle
Knüchel

User Experience Engi- 00:38:32

Creation of UX concepts for imag-

neer at Carl Zeiss Mi-

ing software

croscopy

GmbH

for

three years

Face-to-

face inter- Responsibility for Zeiss Labscope
view

since 2019

Figure 7 Descriptions of Experts

The experts are referred to by their abbreviations in the following results in order to ensure
better legibility.
Exceptions to the rules in 3.2.2 had to be made. P1 and P4 had to be interviewed via conference call due to the geographical distance but the audio data was still recorded which
was adequate for the transcription of the data. Prior to the interview, personal relationships
could not be avoided in case of P2 and P3 due to the existing working relationship with the
researcher. Since all participants speak German fluently and the interviews could be held
in German, the usage of English in the interviews was not a necessity. Thus, the following
additional transcription rules were added:
•

Particles like “hm” are to be kept consistent throughout the transcript.

•

Informal personal pronouns (“du” and “ihr”) are written in lower case and formal personal pronouns (“Sie” and “Ihnen”) start with a capital letter.

(Dresing & Pehl, 2018, p. 24)

4.2. Category-based Evaluation
The following figure shows the definitive codes that represent the categories of the exported
data via MAXQDA and therefore mainly the qualitative side of the results.

Figure 8 Hierarchical Code-Subcodes Model
Reference (based on screenshots by author from MAXQDA)

Detailed explanations of the codes can be found in the codebook. As the content of higherlevel codes has been transferred to the lowest level of codes, only “EX – External”, “IN –
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Internal”, “FM – Form and format”, “PL – Pull”, “PS – Push”, “VI – Visualization”, “TX – Text”,
and “CX – Complexity and extent” were summarized. These summaries represent the between-case analyses.

ST/LO/IN – Internal
All five experts viewed internal help content as an advantage for the user, but most also
expressed concern regarding the implementation of help content as internal content. The
stated advantages were:
•

It is beneficial to the user’s motivation, even if the content is only seemingly internal.
(P1)

•

It does not detach the user from the application itself and creates a sense of unity.
Lewin’s field theory can be applied since the user does not mentally exit the “field”.
(P2)

The issued concerns were:
•

The internal help content must not cover the screen completely. (P1)

•

The data size of the application is an issue that has to be solved if all content is
integrated within the app. (P2)

•

It is not possible to meet all the user’s needs with only internal content. Hence, complex content as well as content for training are acceptable as external content. (P4,
P5)

ST/LO/EX – External
All five experts agreed that disguising external content as internal content would be an advantage. The reasons were similar to those of internal content. Additional reasons were:
•

The joy of use and usability of the app is raised because the content can be linked
to user-specific profiles. (P4)

•

The users do not feel as if they have left the app. (P5)

The following elements were acceptable as external content:
•

Jumping between the app and external browsers in smartphones (P1)

•

Complex content in form of video tutorials (P2)

•

FAQs as they are an established way of external help. (P5)

According to the experts, external content cannot be avoided in the following situations:
•

Consideration of legal framework and the producer’s liability (P4)

•

Highly technical workflows (P5)
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ST/FM – Form and format
All five experts agreed that static formats like PDFs are outdated and should not be used in
a mobile context. The reasonings given were:
•

It can be assumed that users have internet access. (P5)

•

Static media is not easily updateable and immediately obsolete after its release. (P4)

•

A PDF manual contains too much information for mobile users. (P3)

P2 added an argument for static formats. There are regulatory reasons for static formats
like the need for specific certificates.
While P3 stated that the form of the help content has to be structured the same as the
operating system but acknowledged that this might not be feasible. If it is not possible, consistency within the app’s own system is sufficient. P2 and P5 also maintained that practicality is placed above consistency to the operating system.

HY/PS – Push
According to all experts, push help should be prioritized over pull help. The reasons were:
•

The less users search for anything, the better the usability of the application. (P2)

•

An app must be able to be used quickly and intuitively. (P3)

•

An app must be understandable and usable without pull help content. (P4)

•

Users should not feel as if they are in need of help. (P5)

P1 stated the guided tour as the adequate form of onboarding. According to the experts,
push help content in form of onboarding elements should be designed as follows:
•

Push help content is context-sensitive. (P4, P5)

•

Push help content should contain at most four steps. If more cannot be avoided,
short consecutive steps are better than fewer longer steps. (P4, P5)

•

Users are aware of where they are. (P1)

•

Users must have the option to cancel and resume the onboarding. (P4)

•

Interactivity improves the usability and joy of use of the app due to the direct link
with the users. The users learn best by doing the task themselves. (P2, P3, P5)

•

An intuitive onboarding element can trigger the halo effect and give the users a good
first impression. (P3)
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Although P5 stated that the more personal push help is, the more likely it is to be perceived,
the usage of assistants was still denied by three of the experts. P3 supported this by describing classic assistants as obsolete and users not being used to this form of push help
though humans prefer human faces over other visual shapes. P4 even described this kind
of help content as invasive and irritating.

HY/PL – Pull
While P1 expressed that users only access the pull help in case of emergency, P5 even
stated that users might quit the app before accessing the pull help. According to the experts,
the pull help area should be as follows:
•

The area is found in a fixed position and be accessed via established forms that are
in line with other applications and operating systems. (P1, P2, P3, P4, P5) The area
can even be placed closer to the function if it is a new application or the area is
frequently used. (P1)

•

This area should be context-sensitive to the current view. (P1, P2, P4)

•

The look and feel of the pull help should match the design of the rest of the app as
not to confuse the users. (P3, P4)

•

Tutorials are needed for more complex workflows but still remain shorter than five
steps. (P2, P4, P5)

•

While P4 and P5 think that FAQs should be avoided as much as possible, the use
of user-generated content is appropriate. (P1, P2, P4)

•

If a certain brand is behind the application, user-generated content apart from FAQs
should be avoided. (P1, P2)

•

A feedback function that relays information to the producer should be available on
the same level as FAQs. (P2, P5)

PR/VI – Visualization
The common conception of the experts was that elements of visualization should overweigh
textual elements in mobile UIs. The reasons for this were:
•

Users have a significantly shorter attention span with text than with visual elements.
(P1)

•

Established visual patterns, e.g. elements from operating systems, do not need to
be explained. (P1, P2, P3)
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•

Users are more receptive to visualizations than to text when they have to follow
processes and tasks. (P2, P3, P4, P5)

•

Visual elements can reduce the amount of space used in UIs. (P1)

Issued concerns were:
•

Content in specialized fields may not be easily adapted visually. (P5)

•

Newly added visual patterns have to be tested and explained first. (P4)

PR/TX – Text
All five experts agreed that text must be short and concise in a mobile setting. The stated
limits range from three to five words per sentence to text not taking up more than half of the
screen. According to P2, text in push help is also shorter than text in pull help. This supports
P1’s opinion on the amount of text in mobile apps being highly variable. The reasons for the
brevity of mobile text were:
•

Users have a significantly shorter attention span with text than with visual elements.
(P1)

•

Shorter text supports mobile users’ habit of skimming and scanning. (P3)

•

Short text can be easier combined with visual elements, e.g. as a replacement for
audio. (P1, P4)

P4 concluded that established limits in standards can be ignored in favor of a higher reactivity to individual situations, while P1 saw the merit of guidelines for text in their consistency
and potential for automatic detection.
Arguments for help content as text were:
•

If it concerns personal safety, text must be used to convey the gravity of the situation. (P5)

•

Specialized content may be easier to present as text. (P4, P5)

PR/CX – Complexity and extent
Three out of five experts declared that established patterns do not need to be explained in
help content. This includes patterns that are used in operating systems and basic navigational functions. According to P2, users are more likely to learn by trial and error with those
basic elements.
P4 stated that processes in mobile apps are quicker than in desktop applications. Hence,
the help content should be kept simple and based on use cases rather than functionalities.
P1 added that the content should stay consistent despite its brevity. Content needs to fit
within one page and choices for the user need to be reduced. According to P3, this can be
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credited to an epochal effect where users nowadays have less information to process than
before. This arises in fewer choices within mobile apps than the minimal number of Miller’s
magical number. P5 also professed that choices should be reduced when it comes to main
areas of the app.

4.3. Visualized Correlations
The following correlations were generated with MAXQDA and based on frequencies of occurrences and hence the mainly quantitative part of the results.
The figures below show the number of instances each code was assigned to the five transcripts of the interviews. The first row represents the experts and is referred to by their
abbreviations. The first column represents the defined codes with their abbreviations and
the last column depicts the sum of occurrences of the codes in the respective rows. The
size of the squares correlates with the number of instances in the respective intersections.

Figure 9 Code Matrix Browser with All Codes and Participants
Reference (generated with MAXQDA)

The most assigned codes were PS - Push, PL - Pull, TX - Text and VI - Visualization. Overall, more presentational codes were assigned than structural codes. Pull codes also dominated over push codes. Except for P1, all interviews were coded with more textual codes
than codes regarding visualization. The other codes were relatively evenly distributed
among all five transcripts.
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Figure 10 Code Matrix Browser PS/PL Codes
Reference (generated with MAXQDA)

While the absolute number of occurrences was higher in pull codes, the internal number of
negative pull codes was also collectively higher. Opposed to that, the number of positive
push codes was more than twice as much as the number of negative ones.
Next, a code relation browser was generated. The squares in this kind of browser behave
analogically to those in the code matrix browser. The more overlapping instances are found,
the bigger the square and the brighter the shade of red. In this instance, the visualization
and text codes were connected to all the other codes for overlapping occurrences in the
transcripts.

Figure 11 Code Relation Browser TX/VI Codes
Reference (generated with MAXQDA)

Evidently, visualization codes were more frequently overlapped with other codes than text
codes. Text codes overlapped mostly with visualization codes and pull codes.
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5. Discussion
The discussion starts with the evaluation of the different aspects of the chosen methods,
examines the interview results in regard to the theory, and ends with a short concept for
Labscope.

5.1. Methods
5.1.1. Experts
Since every field of research was met and the number of potential experts exceeded the
estimated maximum, the established criteria to identify and acquire experts in 3.2.1 were
proven to be sufficient.
The aforementioned exceptions due to geographical distance had to be made in order to
cover all different thematic areas. Additionally, the rule of avoidance of personal relationships before conducting the interview had to be circumvented because the thematic value
of those interviews outweighed this rule. Specifically, the proximity to Zeiss Labscope was
essential for generating information on the subject. This shows that the added thematic
value outweighed the selective rules for experts.

5.1.2. Interview
The combination of the explorative and theory-generating expert interviews with the subject-oriented interview guide generated enough data for the transcripts, but a comparison
between the first and the last conducted interview as document portraits based on the
codes used in the initial work with the data showed another side of the chosen interview
form. The following document portraits show the progression of the interview as if it was a
sheet of paper. It progresses akin to the reading habits, i.e. left to right and top to bottom.

Figure 12 Comparison of Progression of the First (P1, left) and the Last (P5, right) Interview
Reference (generated with MAXQDA)
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The progression shows that there was a significant drop of useless background information
from the first to the last interview. Additionally, there was an increase of argumentative information and a decrease of simple statements. This indicates that the interviewer gained
experience over time and improved the control over the flow of the conversation, but also
that the pretest and the only subject-oriented interview guide were not enough for the interviewer to avoid mistakes in conducting the first interview even though the supervisor considered the interview natural and well organized. Hence, more pretests should have been
prepared or the interview guide should have been more verbalized.

Figure 13 Comparison of Progression of the Psychology (P3, left) and the UX (P5, right) Interview
Reference (generated with MAXQDA)

P3 on the left who was the most dissociated from the research subject required the most
explanations out of all the experts while P5 on the right who was the closest to the research
subject in the working field and experience hardly needed any. This shows that the combinational interview with the subject-oriented guide was the correct choice since the interviewer could react individually to the needs of the participant and offset possible differences
in familiarity with the research subject.
Since enough data was acquired from the interviews to summarize results, the transcription
rules were also confirmed to be adequate for expert interviews.

5.1.3. Qualitative content analysis
According to Kuckartz, the most associative quality criterion for qualitative content analysis
is the intercoder reliability. Development of categories and subsequent coding processes
should be conducted by multiple researchers and then be compared to reach higher conformity of codings and therefore reliability of the method. (Kuckartz, 2018, p. 207)
However, Mayring stated that intercoder reliability rather measures the objectivity of the
method. To warrant reliability, intracoder reliability is the better choice. The researcher would
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have to code the data after the analysis again, ideally without knowing the first coding of
the data. (Mayring, 2010, pp. 116–117)
Though this is not commonly used, it represents one of the only possibilities for a single
researcher within the framework of the thesis. In order to achieve this, step six of the thematic content analysis was repeated by the researcher after the analysis of the data.

5.2. Results
The results of this thesis hold a resemblance to the “QUAL → quant” notation variant of
mixed methods. This indicates that the qualitative content is prioritized and the quantitative
content is supplementary (see also Kuckartz, 2018, pp. 81–82), which is reflected in the
respective amount of data.

5.3. Qualitative
Key takeaways for the qualitative results are:
•

While there are technical concerns to be considered, internal help should be prioritized. If the content cannot be integrated, external content should at least appear to
be internal.

•

Static formats of help content in mobile apps must be avoided as long as it does not
infringe on regulations.

•

Push help with an emphasis on onboarding elements has to be prioritized over pull
help.

•

While pull help takes on a secondary role, it should follow established patterns.

•

Visual elements must outweigh textual ones in mobile UIs.

•

Text in mobile help content must be short and consistent. However, the stated limits
vary to a high degree.

•

Not every aspect of the app must be explained. Knowing basic navigation and patterns from the respective operating system can be assumed.

These points of argument in comparison with the research are as follows:
The precedence of internal implementation on the side of the experts was unanimous with
only technicalities like data size to consider. As P2 suggested, this is further enhanced by
field theory where the user does not feel detached from the app. Additionally, Walter stated
that field theory and laws of Gestalt cover virtually the same themes (Walter, 1985, p. 65).
This implies that there is a connection to the application of the laws of Gestalt on the side
of the literature research. Apart from that, no explicit statements could be found for this
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argument except the recommendation to use external content in moderation (Grünwied,
2017, p. 68). With elements of both sides confirming this statement, the validity of it is increased.
The point of disguising unavoidable external content is also supported by the research side,
e.g. external browsers are obsolete and more web content is being viewed in mobile devices
(Mendoza, 2013, pp. 14–15). Recent statistics also confirm this notion with more than half
of all websites being accessed by mobile devices in 2019 (Statista, 2020). With this factor
in mind, the integration of in-app browser in mobile help appears to be a seminal pattern for
apps by offering the updatability of external content with the directness of internal content.
Factoring in the research conclusion of orientating along established patterns and user expectations, the experts’ point of avoiding static formats seems appropriate in a mobile setting. For example, P4 has never seen a printable manual for a mobile app and considers it
contradictory to the concept of mobile apps. Another point that is confirmed in this context
is the creation of pull help according to established patterns. As this appears to be generally
in line with all sides, it can be assumed that all help content should be oriented towards
accepted models of design. The expert’s statement of not needing to explain basic patterns
also adds to this assumption.
The experts’ prioritization of push help with an emphasis on onboarding can be found in the
research data as well. Even detailed guidelines such as the appropriate amount of information being in fours or having to make a positive first impression are congruent. Though,
such detailed guidelines for text cannot be found on either side. While both concur that text
should be as short as possible, neither side has stated uniform rules in absolute numbers.
This indicates that there is a possibility to compile mobile-specific rules for help content, but
they may have to be tendencies rather than definitive statements.
Lastly, the balance between elements of visualization and text in UIs is heavily inclined
towards visualizations according to the experts. This idea is also found in the researched
material, e.g. pictures offer a higher rate of comprehension than text (Gralak & Stark, 2015,
p. 50). The psychological side reinforces this by adding the emotional weight of images
(Heimann & Schütz, 2018, p. 54). Since mobile devices are items of deeper emotional links
than desktop computers (Gralak & Stark, 2015, p. 35), the expert’s stance is further solidified.

5.3.1. Quantitative
Even though the higher number of presentational codes in comparison with structural codes
might suggest higher importance of presentation, the more likely reason is that the variation
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of expert opinions was lower in structural than presentational topics. For example, while
statements in topics like FAQs were widespread with P5 finding FAQs acceptable as they
are established and P4 stating that FAQs should be avoided as much as possible.
As expected, more visual codes than textual codes were assigned in all five interview transcripts. Thus, it is evident that all experts have explored subjects of visualization more than
subjects of text with the exception of P1. This matches the expected result since P1 is the
only expert with an authoring background. Beyond this one exception, it can be assumed
that visual elements hold more weight than textual elements which complements the qualitative results.
Unexpectedly, pull codes were more frequent than push codes. While the argument of opinion variation may play a part, the internal structure of these codes is worth analyzing. With
consideration for the respective positive and negative codes, it is apparent that the absolute
number of pull codes was higher because there were close to half as much positive as
negative statements towards pull help. Conversely, the positive subcodes in push were
more than twice as much as negative ones. This concludes that the experts were merely
mentioning pull content over push content in light of criticism. This also enforces the qualitative result that push content needs to be prioritized over pull content.
The frequent overlapping of visualization codes with all other codes is an indicator for the
experts preferably associating visualization topics with help content. Another expected result is that the text codes overlapped more with pull codes than push codes and thus confirming P1’s association of pull help with more text than push help. Further, the most common codes that text codes overlapped with are visual ones because the experts P1 and P4
expressed text as a supportive element to visual content. This is also reflected in the psychological aspect of dual coding theory, which favors the usage of both information channels (Clark & Paivio, 1991, pp. 170–173).
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5.4. Zeiss Labscope
In order to see whether the guidelines are applicable, this concept was made with the qualitative and quantitative interview results and the literature research in mind. As an example,
the more advertised iOS version of Labscope for iPads was chosen (see also Carl Zeiss
Microscopy GmbH, n.d.). Since it is essentially the same operating system as the iPhone
version apart from the bigger screen size (Mendoza, 2013, p. 62), most of the following
content is applicable to the iPhone version as well. The only exception being that the sizes
of text elements have to be adjusted accordingly, i.e. smaller on the iPhone.
The chosen form is the paper prototype due to the high speed and suitability for iterative
design processes (Grünwied, 2017, p. 130; Mendoza, 2013, pp. 138–139). The design
choices were also made in line with existing established patterns in order to keep the
amount of assumable content high and not to confuse the users.
First, the icons were reduced to stroked icons because these are more appropriate for intricate UIs (Semler, 2016, pp. 411–412). This also follows the guidelines of the operating
system (Apple, n.d.-a). Afterward, the icons were equipped with short and concise text descriptions to raise comprehension (Jacobsen & Meyer, 2017, p. 372). Hence, the icons for
the tabs include an image, text and the functionalities of a button which is commonly found
in iOS environments (Gralak & Stark, 2015, p. 15).
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The following figure shows the simplified UI of the main screen with the new icons in comparison to the released UI as of December 2019.

Figure 14 Labscope Microscopy Tab
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Specifically, the icon for the microscope was reduced to a single microscope in a profile
view to align with the other icons and the icon for the live view was changed to a more
established icon that is akin to the live view in a camera. The other icons, like the data icon,
were based on the system icons of the operating system (see also Apple, n.d.-b).
Even though one of the key takeaways from 5.3 implied that internal help has to be prioritized, a pull help area to access external help content was added to enable user feedback
and easier accessibility to the guided tour, FAQs and tutorials. As this follows the usual
contents of a pull help area (Grünwied, 2018, p. 17), the key point to follow established
methods was applied. This content should also behave context-sensitively. For example,
an individual guided tour can be started via the pull help area for every tab on the left. This
area is indicated by an icon with three dots in the upper right corner due to it being one of
the system icons in iOS (see also Apple, n.d.-b). The following figure exhibits the pull help
area after tapping the icon.

Figure 15 Labscope Help Area
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Since the combined results have shown that push help has to be prioritized with an emphasis on onboarding, a guided tour was included. While transparent overlays are suitable for
quick explanations of the UI elements (Neil, 2012, p. 180), the problems of long length and
high amount of text passages were identified. Thus, the text was shortened and separated
into slides for a guided tour. A guided tour includes the main features of the application and
describes those with the user’s objective in mind (Neil, 2012, pp. 177, 265). This onboarding
element starts at the beginning of the app and progresses from left to right by swipes which
are indicated by a screen carousel in the lower screen area. This method of navigation is
suitable for a low number of screens and therefore only includes four steps (Neil, 2012, p.
244). The number was chosen due to the consensus between research and interview results (Clark & Paivio, 1991, pp. 170–173; Semler, 2016, pp. 162–163). Users know at any
step where they currently are via the progression dots and the guided tour can be exited
anytime by tapping the “X” icon in the upper left corner or the highlighted area for accessing
the feature (Krug, 2014, p. 157). This “X” icon is also one of the iOS system icons (Apple,
n.d.-b). The users swipe from left to right to continue the tour. The following figure illustrates
the sequence of views for the guided tour if it is reactivated via the pull help area. The color
blue was only chosen for reasons of differentiation and is to be replaced by the given corporate design colors. The light blue elements are not part of the UI, they are visualizations
of navigation, i.e. three circles stand for a physical tap by the user, one circle with an arrow
indicates a physical swipe, and the single arrows stand for the progression to the next
screen.
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Figure 16 Labscope Guided Tour

Since some external sources cannot be avoided, the external content should be disguised
as internal help. Hence, another feature was added. The FAQs and video tutorials for more
complex workflows are accessed via respective buttons in the pull help area. The content
is then presented in an in-app browser to conceal the act of exiting the app in line with the
experts’ assumption. It is designed as another tab of the UI and can be stopped by the same
“X” icon that is used in the guided tour. The external content is also arranged in a similar
pattern to the composition of microscope views in the “Microscope” tab and thus enhancing
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the illusion of internal help content. Therefore, no static format of media is used in the pull
help and can be updated regularly due to it actually being a web source. While offering
additional ways of interaction, more advanced technologies such as chatbots were not considered appropriate. The reasoning was that the Labscope is used primarily in a classroom
or laboratory setting. Both environments do not encourage simultaneous acts of speaking
and chatbots were consequently dismissed. The following figure demonstrates what the
workflow with the in-app browser looks like exemplified by video tutorials.

Figure 17 Labscope In-App Browser
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Video tutorials were chosen as an example not only because of their suitability for
complex content but also because of preexisting content. This includes both the available
videos on the website for Labscope and videos that are to be created based on the
prototypes from a project between Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH and Munich University of
Applied Sciences in 2015 (see also Grünwied, 2017, pp. 208–218).
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6. Conclusion
Based on the qualitative and quantitative results from the expert interviews, the prior literature research and the Labscope concept, it can be said that general guidelines for mobile
help content can be found, compiled and applied.
The common consensus between experts and literature has shown that internal implementation takes precedence but whenever it is not possible to integrate help content, external
content must be disguised as internal. Considering the option of being able to disguise external help content, the even seemingly internal help content does not detach the user from
the app (efficiency), offers updatability akin to web content (effectivity) and raises user motivation (satisfaction). Also, push elements, particularly with onboarding elements, are to be
prioritized over pull help which should still follow established patterns. As static media is not
easily updatable, it should be replaced with internal or disguised external content.
Although the shortened attention span has been disproven, the help content in mobile apps
should still be presented in a short and concise manner because of technical aspects of
mobile devices, e.g. limited screen size, psychological aspects, e.g. user behaving irrationally, and established patterns, e.g. icons are described with one or two words.
In conclusion, all hypotheses in Figure 2 were verified with some limitations. The only exception to this being H3. Thus, the generated key points in 5.3 can serve as a basis for
further research but not more than that because of the limitations of this thesis regarding
actual implementation and design. Ideally, prospective future research will be done with a
more substantial number of researchers to ensure intercoder reliability for the qualitative
content analysis.
Lastly, seeing that the prototypical concept for Labscope is the first draft and based on
paper prototypes, it should be implemented in an iterative design process and more importantly tested by users. As Nielsen wrote, “Designers are not users” (Nielsen, 1994b, p.
13).
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Appendix
A – Interview Guide
This interview guide was generated with Mindly Plus. This mindmap only serves as a structural demonstration of the interview guide.

Since this figure does not include the text elements of the interview guide, the following list
displays its content in a purely textual form. The colors of the text correspond to the colors
used in the three main categories in the guide.
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Interview Questions/Categories
•

•

•

Introductory Questions
▪

Permission to record and anonymity

▪

Duration and type of interview

▪

Short introduction to bachelor thesis
•

Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH

•

Help Systems in Mobile Apps Based on Zeiss Labscope

•

Technical Writing & Communication

▪

Name, position, experience of expert

▪

Placement of help content

▪

Online help and printed manual

Structure

•

Norm usage

•

Digital static PDF

▪

Difference between help and functional content

▪

External content disguised in in-app browser

▪

External and internal content

Presentation
▪

Push (UA)
•

Onboarding
o

SUI

o

Video

o

Guided Tour

o

Interactive

o

Advantage, function or progress?

•

Context sensitive

•

Digital Native

•

Notification
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•

▪

Assistant
o

Classic visual assistant

o

Faceless assistants

Pull (App Help)
•

Tutorial
o

•

Difference between help area and functional area

•

Digital Native

•

Feedback
o

•

Necessity

UI
•

Balance between text and visualization

•

Recommendation more visualizations, less text

•

Language
o

•
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Form

FAQ
o

▪

Level

Standards
▪

9241-112 12 words per sentence

▪

26514 60 characters per line

o

Easy and plain language

o

Ultra-short text

Phrasing

B – Transcripts
The transcripts only include thematic parts of the interview. The introductions were not transcribed except for P3. Hence, the difference between the timecodes and the durations of
interviews that are stated in 4.1. Which color represents which code is shown in Figure 8
and step two in 3.6.
The transcripts were generated with MAXQDA and are arranged from P1 to P5.
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P1 Participant 1

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

P2 Michael Gögler

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

P3 Participant 3

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

P4 Participant 4

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

P5 Michelle Knüchel

88

89

90

91

92

93
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C – Codebook
This codebook was generated with MAXQDA.
1 Initial Work with Text
Definition:
The following color codes were used for the initial work with the transcripts.
1.1 Explanation
Definition:
Explanation describes text parts where the interviewer had to explain background information to the participant.
Example:
"Im Bereich der Videospiele ist es manchmal so, dass UI-Elemente oder Tutorials in die
erzählte Welt mit eingebunden werden. Sowas wird benutzt, um eine höhere Immersion
zu kreieren." (13. Feb. 2020_14:11_P3, Pos. 53)
1.2 Background
Definition:
Background describes text parts where the participants elaborated background information that was not relevant to the subject.
Example:
"Mein Name ist Participant 3, ich habe hier die Professur für Psychologie an der Fakultät
X an der Universität Y und bin jetzt seit 2015 hier. Wahrnehmungspsychologie ist ein Teil
der Psychologie und das lehre ich auch aktuell in den Modulen, die ich hier an der Fakultät
X anbiete." (13. Feb. 2020_14:11_P3, Pos. 2)
1.3 Content
Definition:
Content describes text parts where participants stated their points of view on subjects.
Example:
"Videos helfen grundsätzlich, jemanden etwas zu erklären und vorzugeben." (21. Feb.
2020_13:04_P4, Pos. 35)
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1.4 Argument
Definition:
Argument describes text parts where participants solidified their points of view on subjects
with reasons and arguments.
Example:
"Ich nehme mal an, dass die sich das so erklären, dass das ein epochaler Effekt ist. In der
heutigen Zeit müssen wir uns nicht mehr so viel merken. Wenn wir irgendetwas wissen
wollen, dann schauen wir schnell auf unser Handy auf Wikipedia." (13. Feb.
2020_14:11_P3, Pos. 6)
2 ST - Structure
Definition:
Structure is defined as the arrangement and organization of help content for mobile apps.
2.1 LO - Location
Definition:
Text passages that describe the placement of help content.
2.1.1 IN - Internal
Definition:
Help content found within the application.
Example:
"P: Ja, das ist ja eigentlich schon/ (...) Wenn ich Hilfe benötige, dann zu der App. Aber
wenn ich dann woanders hingeleitet werde und ich das merke, dann entsteht da eine gewisse Abkopplung." (P3_13. Feb. 2020_14:11_P3, Pos. 58)
Rules:
It can also seem to be found within the application. It can also advocate internal help content.
2.1.2 EX - External
Definition:
Help content found in an external source.
Example:
"Prinzipiell kann es auch ausreichen, dass wir auf YouTube ein paar von diesen Kurzvideos noch publizieren und auf unsere Website verlinken. Das sind so kleine Workflows,
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wo einem erklärt wird, wie man einen Bericht, eine Aufnahme oder eine Messung macht."
(P2_12. Feb. 2020_10:06_Michael Gögler User Requirements, Pos. 39)
Rule:
Can also advocate external help content.
2.2 FM - Form and format
Definition:
Form (e.g. hierarchical or flat) and format (e.g. PDF file) that help content is found in.
Example:
"Ich muss tatsächlich auch immer schmunzeln, wenn jemand ein PDF haben möchte, also
ein Handbuch in digitaler Form für eine Software, weil das so statisch ist. Ich glaube, dass
alles Statische, vor allem in diesem digitaldynamischen Umfeld, ja auch sofort veraltet ist."
(P4_21. Feb. 2020_13:04_P4, Pos. 54)
3 HY - Hybrid
Definition:
Text passages that contain both structural and presentative content.
3.1 PS - Push
Definition:
Push includes content that is initiated by the system.
Example:
"Der User sieht bei uns natürlich, wo er sich befindet. (…) Das gilt auch für die Hilfe. Wir
arbeiten mit Breadcrumbs. Das heißt, dass der User/ Das heißt, dass er sieht, wie tief er
in der Applikation ist." (P1_10. Feb. 2020_18:12_P1, Pos. 40)
3.1.1 PSN - Push negative
Definition:
Text passages that contain negative statements against push help content.
Example:
"Ganz ähnlich invasiv wie nervig, (...) sogar noch invasiver als die Assistenten, weil der
Nutzer komplett entmündigt wird, ist, dass man erst einmal diese Tour durchgehen muss,
bevor er selber explorativ die App erkunden kann." (P4_21. Feb. 2020_13:04_ P4, Pos.
20)
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3.1.2 PSP - Push positive
Definition:
Text passages that contain positive statements for push help content.
Example:
"P: Je weniger der User suchen muss, desto besser. Allein nur vom Gefühl her/ Wenn du
irgendwie immer suchen musst und Fragen im Kopf hast, ist es (…) erstmal unangenehm.
Wenn du da gleich mal zu Rande kommst und Erklärungen schon da sind, hast du auch
ein besseres Gefühl für die App." (P2_12. Feb. 2020_10:06_Michael Gögler User Requirements, Pos. 61)
3.2 PL - Pull
Definition:
Pull is content that is initiated by the user.
Example:
"Wir haben in allen Applikationen Feedback-Funktionen und sobald da etwas kommt, wird
es meistens bei uns auch an den entsprechenden Stellen eingepflegt." (P1_10. Feb.
2020_18:12_P1, Pos. 30)
3.2.1 PLN - Pull negative
Definition:
Text passages that contain negative statements against pull help content.
Example:
"P: Nein. Mein Anspruch wäre schon, dass man nicht gleich anfangs da rein muss. Ich
verstehe, warum man das braucht, und erachte das als durchaus sinnvoll in manchen
Apps, aber eigentlich sollte mein Anspruch als UX Designer sein, dass der Nutzer ohne
diese Hilfe auskommt." (P5_24. Feb. 2020_13:32_Michelle Knüchel UX Design, Pos. 58)
3.2.2 PLP - Pull positive
Definition:
Text passages that contain positive statements for pull help content.
Example:
"P: Ich finde, dass FAQs sinnvoll sind. Sie helfen dem User schon sehr." (P2_12. Feb.
2020_10:06_Michael Gögler User Requirements, Pos. 33)
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4 PR - Presentation
Definition:
Presentation is defined as the appearance of help content for mobile apps.
4.1 CX - Complexity and extent
Definition:
Level of complexity for help content and extent of implementation.
Example:
"Sie haben ja drei plus minus eins erwähnt. Woran könnte das Ihrer Meinung nach liegen?
P: Ich nehme mal an, dass die sich das so erklären, dass das ein epochaler Effekt ist. In
der heutigen Zeit müssen wir uns nicht mehr so viel merken. Wenn wir irgendetwas wissen
wollen, dann schauen wir schnell auf unser Handy auf Wikipedia." (P3_13. Feb.
2020_14:11_P3, Pos. 5-6)
4.2 TX - Text
Definition:
Help content that is based in a textual form.
Example:
"P: Das kann mal von zehn Zeichen bis zu 30 Zeichen gehen. Manchmal ist das nur ein
Button, wo man nur ein, zwei Wörter benutzen soll und einen begrenzten Platz hat, oder
auch ein Text unter einem Button, wo der Text kein ganzer Absatz werden sollte. (…)
Würde sagen, dass es sich vorwiegend unter 60 Zeichen befindet." (P1_10. Feb.
2020_18:12_P1, Pos. 54)
4.3 VI - Visualization
Definition:
Help content that includes aspects of visualization.
Example:
"Das ist natürlich einfacher in Bildsprache zu übermitteln als mit Fachbegriffen wie hintere
Ladeluke. Daher ist das wirklich vom Nutzer und auch Kontext abhängig. Aber grundsätzlich gibt es hier die Regel, dass Bilder mehr als tausend Worte sagen. Dies gilt auch im
mobilen Kontext und gerade in der Software." (P4_21. Feb. 2020_13:04_P4, Pos. 16)
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D – Code Summaries
These summaries were generated with MAXQDA.
Code

Summary

ST

Participant 1 sees help content within the application as an advantage for the user as long as it

Structure

does not cover the screen completely.

LO

P1_10. Feb. 2020_18:12_Technical Communication

Location
IN
Internal
Participant 2 sees help content within the application, even only seemingly, as an advantage.
It is beneficial to the user's motivation and should be implemented if possible. According to P2,
the size of the download data of the app can be a disadvantage and the effort and expenditure
of the integration have to be considered.
P2_12. Feb. 2020_10:06_Michael Gögler User Requirements
Participant 3 sees help content within the application as beneficial because it does not detach
the user from the application itself. According to P3, Lewin's field theory can be applied, since
the user does not mentally exit the field and creates a sense of unity within the system.
P3_13. Feb. 2020_14:11_Psychology
Participant 4 sees internal help content as the ideal form of help content if it can answer all the
user's questions and needs. According to P4, it is not possible to achieve that. Hence, especially
complex content is acceptable as external content. Another possibility of not using internal content is the usage of training and physical manuals if the application is overly complex.
P4_21. Feb. 2020_13:04_UX/Usability
Participant 5 thinks that help content has to be integrated within the app and replace external
help content as much as possible. According to P5 not all help content can be implemented
internally.
P5_24. Feb. 2020_13:32_Michelle Knüchel UX Design
ST

In the case of external content via browser, participant 1 generally sees an internal presentation

Structure

as an advantage but perceives jumping between an external browser and the app on

LO

smartphones as advantageous.

Location

P1_10. Feb. 2020_18:12_Technical Communication

EX
External
Participant 2 prefers external help content to represent only complex topics. It is sufficient to
have tutorials on video platforms like YouTube and linking those to the company's website.
According to P2, user-generated content has to be limited to FAQs.
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P2 views the disguise of external content as internal content via in-app browsers as beneficial
to the user's motivation.
P2_12. Feb. 2020_10:06_Michael Gögler User Requirements
See Participant 3 on internal content.
P3_13. Feb. 2020_14:11_Psychology
Participant 4 is highly in favor of the usage of in-app browsers. They raise the joy of use and
the usability of the app. Those can be combined with session tokens and allow users to enter
the content according to their authorization level.
The usage of external help content may be a necessity when it comes to the legal framework
and liability of the producer.
P4_21. Feb. 2020_13:04_UX/Usability
FAQs are acceptable as external content since this has already been established.
Participant 5 thinks that users want to return to the exact point where they started when they
use external help content. The implementation via an in-app browser or a return button seems
equally applicable.
The users preferably do not feel as if they have left the app.
The usage of external help content for overly technical workflows may not be prevented.
P5_24. Feb. 2020_13:32_Michelle Knüchel UX Design
ST

Printable formats such as PDF do not belong in a mobile context. Online media has to be pre-

Structure

ferred.

FM

P1_10. Feb. 2020_18:12_Technical Communication

Form and
format
Participant 2 thinks that having a question mark on every individual tab is not useful. A contextsensitive question mark on a fixed position is preferred.
Because the user usually switches between two tabs, a flat hierarchy with tabs is more useful
than having the same structure as the operating system. Having tabs is also more suitable than
the structure in galleries. Those are remnants of past functions.
A printable manual that includes every functionality is not often used anymore. For regulatory
reasons such as a certificate for in vitro diagnostics a downloadable manual is still mandatory,
but they are especially obsolete in regard to mobile apps.
P2_12. Feb. 2020_10:06_Michael Gögler User Requirements
It is sufficient if the help content can be found once. Redundancy is not needed in this context.
A comprehensive document for all functionality is not needed, because it may overwhelm the
user at the beginning and cause the user to lose orientation. The user only wants to see the
relevant information for his needs.
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Furthermore, a manual in the form of a PDF file is too much information for the user and not up
to date.
Ideally, the UI of the app adapts to the established conventions of the operating system, but
according to P3, this is not feasible. In that case, the app has to be consistent within its own
system.
P3_13. Feb. 2020_14:11_Psychology
Participant 4 has never seen a printable manual for a mobile app and finds static media extremely contradictory to the concept of mobile apps. Static formats are immediately obsolete as
soon as they are uploaded. Mobile help content must be regularly updated and new features
have to be explained. Hence, updateable formats such as online manuals are preferred.
P4_21. Feb. 2020_13:04_UX/Usability
The user does not need a static PDF, because it can be assumed that users have internet
access with their devices and other forms of help content such as user forums and videos.
The help area can be structured differently as long as the user does not realize that he is in a
dedicated help section.
P5_24. Feb. 2020_13:32_Michelle Knüchel UX Design
HY

For Participant 1 the guided tour is the best form of onboarding. It shows new features to users

Hybrid

step by step. Product owners are also willing to implement these.

PS

Users should always be aware of where they are in the app.

Push

Help content in mobile apps should preferably be implemented as user assistance.
Desktop applications are increasingly developed after the concept of developing mobile applications first.
P1_10. Feb. 2020_18:12_Technical Communication
Participant 2 cannot imagine that the users want to use a classic assistant like Clippy, but a
more modern solution via chatbot may be applicable.
Screen overlays that explain the UI elements should have a smaller amount of text than currently in Labscope.
The less a user has to search for anything, the better the usability of the application. An easy
start equals a better feeling for the app.
Onboarding should ideally be interactive tutorials.
P2_12. Feb. 2020_10:06_Michael Gögler User Requirements
In push help, as little as three words are enough to guide the user.
Frontloading can overwhelm and disorient the user.
The halo effect can be triggered when the app starts with an intuitive onboarding.
Humans prefer human faces over logos, but that may not be applicable to mobile apps because
humanoid assistants are not up to date and were used 15 years ago. This kind of assistant is
more personal, but they have to be tested with the target group.
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Interactivity in tutorials and guided tours establish a direct link for the user. It is beneficial in
accordance with human memory to let the user learn by doing the task.
Since an app should be quickly and intuitively used, push content should be prioritized over pull
content. It saves time for users if they do not need to use the pull help. A user would only access
the pull help in emergencies.
All theoretical approaches have to be tested first before implementation.
P3_13. Feb. 2020_14:11_Psychology
Push content in mobile apps should be short, concise and context-sensitive.
Onboarding tutorials in mobile apps should have three to four steps. The user has to be presented with the choice to quit the onboarding. Users should also have the option to resume
started tutorials.
The necessity of the help content has to be questioned.
The key statement of usability in apps is that the app has to be understandable and usable
without help content. Users do not need a comprehensive manual.
Chatbots are the new form of assistants. Assistants should not be implemented as push content, because users have little time and space in mobile apps and push assistants are invasive
and irritating.
Guided tours are also invasive and irritating because they incapacitate users and stops them
from exploring on their own. The app also does not know what knowledge level the users possess. Hence, guided tours should only be used when users need assistance, for example when
they stop and remain still on certain views.
Guided tours should also contain the option to quit the tour.
Video tutorials should be short and contain text snippets, because users may use those in environments where they might disturb others.
Push content should be based on use cases and not on functionalities.
P4_21. Feb. 2020_13:04_UX/Usability
Classic assistants, e.g. Clippy from Microsoft Word, are not up to date because they are cumbersome and do not speak in a natural language.
Chatbots are promising and used in many home assistance applications, but the usage of chatbots in mobile apps has to be considered individually.
Labscope does not need chatbots because the setting of the application, e.g. classrooms full
of students, does not allow loud noises and the users may have problems phrasing their problems.
Push help should be context-sensitive and quick. Users may skip the onboarding tutorial because they want to quickly access the content.
Explanations in form of animations are useful because they let the users decide whether they
want to use the function and give the users the scope of the function.
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Content should generally be personal in order for users to perceive it. That also relates notifications. The more personal a message is, the more likely the users perceive the content of the
message.
The users should not feel as if they are in need of help content because that might give them
the impression of stupidity.
The more choices a user has, the longer the user needs to choose.
Miller's magical number is applicable in this context. Longer lists may be ordered or have search
bars.
Several short consecutive steps are faster to complete than one step with many possibilities.
Simulations and demos are suitable to demonstrate content in apps, but the user has to do the
task to learn.
P5_24. Feb. 2020_13:32_Michelle Knüchel UX Design
HY

Pull help is accessed by a question mark icon. It has to be concise and easily found by the user.

Hybrid

This help content must be context-sensitive. It shows relevant help content to the displayed

PL

screen.

Pull

Pull help in form of FAQs can be found in mobile apps, but chatbots are the seminal access
point of pull help.
User-generated content is received via feedback functions. This content is applicable to FAQs
but not to more complex content such as videos if a corporate brand is behind it.
It is generally an advantage for usability if the user can access external content within the app.
The user should only in case of doubt fall back on the elements of pull help.
When using pull content, the user has to know where he is located at the time of usage. Breadcrumbs can be a solution in that case.
The pull help is placed in the top level and accessed via a concise question mark. Sometimes
the term "help" is used, but the question mark is self-explanatory.
P1_10. Feb. 2020_18:12_Technical Communication
Participant 2 cannot imagine that the users want to use a classic assistant like Clippy, but a
more modern solution via chatbot may be applicable.
A small question mark to access the pull help is irritating but acceptable.
It is acceptable if not all icons are explained. The user can explore the icons by trial and error.
Specific workflows that need an extra explanation and complex topics are to be found as pull
help.
FAQs are useful and helpful for the user.
Feedback functionalities should be on the same level as FAQs. They should be found in the
same area.
Tutorials are needed for additional features such as multi-channel fluorescence images. There
should not be too many in the case of Labscope.
Tutorials should ideally be interactive and contain elements of visualization, but videos are sufficient.
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User-generated content is better suited for FAQs than for tutorials.
If cost and effort are reasonable, in-app browsers should be used for external content.
Content for pull help should be workflow-oriented not function-oriented.
P2_12. Feb. 2020_10:06_Michael Gögler User Requirements
In new apps, functionalities should be found immediately. Hence, the pull help area should be
placed centrally or closer to the function if the users are beginners. The estimated usability of
the app is worse if the user has to search for the help content. The standard for placement of
the question mark also has to be considered. Known concepts such as placing it on the upper
right corner are easier for the user to follow.
Fitts’s law only plays a role in the placement of the pull help if the help is used frequently.
Pull help may need longer text elements than push help.
Frontloading should be avoided since too much information at the beginning overwhelms and
disorients the user.
Pull help should not be presented differently because Kahnemann's system 2 might activate
when the user questions the difference in presentation.
The user should recognize the patterns in the system. The app should ideally follow the principles of the operating system, but if that is not feasible, consistency within its own system is
sufficient.
There is no need to trigger the halo effect when the user starts the pull help.
In advertising, humans prefer humanoid faces over logos. The user in a mobile environment
may not be used to this anymore.
Interactivity in tutorials and guided tours establish a direct link for the user. It is beneficial in
accordance with human memory to let the user learn by doing the task.
All theoretical approaches have to be tested first before implementation.
P3_13. Feb. 2020_14:11_Psychology
FAQ content should theoretically be user-generated after the initial implementation by the developer. The received data should be evaluated, analyzed and prioritized for the hierarchy in
FAQ lists. Irrelevant content can be dismissed after that.
In general, FAQs that explain the app itself should be avoided by having good user assistance.
Actual services behind the app may be a necessity to explain.
If FAQs cannot be avoided, the answers should not be longer than two sentences.
Tutorials in mobile apps have to be shorter than tutorials for desktop applications since the
workflows in an app should be faster to complete.
Content as pull help should be based on use cases and not on functionalities.
More complex use cases should be explained in tutorials.
Users are used to finding pull help in areas that are labeled with "more" or an icon and are
placed in lower menu levels. Pull help may also be context-sensitively placed.
The look and feel of the pull help should be the same as the rest of the app. The line of concept
should be retained throughout.
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P4_21. Feb. 2020_13:04_UX/Usability
Pull help can only be used when the user has enough time on hand.
The more personalized the content is, the more it is likely to be perceived.
The user should not need to access the pull help.
The user should not feel as if he is in a help area if he uses the pull help. Short content such as
overlays that explain the UI is okay, but tutorials with more than ten steps are not.
FAQs are the most pleasant kind of pull help but should be avoided if possible. The same goes
for feedback functions. If the feedback function is implemented, it should offer feedback via
email, since it is the established way.
Feedback to the app store is not useful and chatbots are not the standard yet.
Some users might delete the app before giving feedback.
Tutorials in mobile apps should not exceed four steps.
The more choices a user has, the longer the user needs to choose.
Miller's magical number is applicable in this context. Longer lists may be ordered or have search
bars.
Several short consecutive steps are faster to complete than one step with many possibilities.
Simulations and demos are suitable to demonstrate content in apps, but the user has to do the
task to learn.
Pull help should be placed in a fixed position. An option for the placement is the burger menu.
P5_24. Feb. 2020_13:32_Michelle Knüchel UX Design
PR

Ten minutes per task are too long in a mobile context. This represents the absolute maximum.

Presenta-

Help content should only intervene when users have questions. Simple points do not need an

tion

explanation.

CX

Content for mobile apps should be short but consistent.

Complexity and extent

Coherent content should be displayed on one screen. If the content is longer, a scrollbar may
be used. It can be a challenge to reduce content to one screen in mobile apps because of
smaller display sizes.
Navigational and basic elements do not need to be explained in help content. This also contains
content that is established by the operating system.
P1_10. Feb. 2020_18:12_Technical Communication
Basic functions, e.g. turning a tool on and zooming, should not need to be explained. An exception would be the gallery function that is only established in applications from Zeiss.
Content that is established by the operating system and other applications does not need to be
explained.
Only specific content has to be implemented as pull help. For example, multi-channel fluorescence images may need tutorials.
P2_12. Feb. 2020_10:06_Michael Gögler User Requirements
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Miller's magical number works well in an academic setting. This number may need to be reduced to three plus/minus one in a general setting. This is an epochal effect because nowadays
people have to memorize less . This reduction has to be tested first before it is implemented.
Similar content should be grouped. Content that is often used should be placed centrally.
P3_13. Feb. 2020_14:11_Psychology
Onboarding tutorials should have three to four slides.
The KISS-principle is applicable to help content in general.
Processes are quicker in mobile apps than desktop applications.
Help content should be based on use cases and not on functionalities. Complex use cases may
be presented in tutorials.
Native patterns from the operating system can be presumed and must not be explained. If the
operating system is fixed and the target group is not familiar with the operating system, further
explanations can be considered.
New patterns always have to be tested first. Hence, using best practices as examples for established patterns can be useful.
P4_21. Feb. 2020_13:04_UX/Usability
Mobile app views often have three areas of interaction.
Users ideally would not realize that they are using help content as to not give the impression of
stupidity.
Content that exceeds four steps can be implemented as external content.
Miller's magical number is applicable, but it can be reduced in main screens because the width
of the human finger has to be considered. More than nine options are acceptable in hamburger
menus.
P5_24. Feb. 2020_13:32_Michelle Knüchel UX Design
PR

Participant 1 has not worked with fixed guidelines for text in mobile apps because the amount

Presenta-

of used text is variable in mobile apps.

tion

Help content should only intervene when users have questions. Simple points do not need an

TX

explanation.

Text

Text can be useful in combination with visualization elements, e.g. text as an alternative to
sound in videos.
UI text has to be consistent as not to confuse the users.
Guidelines for text in mobile apps can be useful for automatic checks, but text in mobile apps
is more flexible than the standards recommend. Short text passages under ten to 30 characters
are often the ideal solution. Text in mobile apps is generally under 60 characters per sentence.
Concepts of easy and plain language may be applied to text in mobile apps as long as it remains
consistent.
The amount of text in mobile apps is generally less than the amount in classic software documentation.
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P1_10. Feb. 2020_18:12_Technical Communication
Text in UI should be less than the current amount in the overlays in Labscope.
Short explanations with up to five words per sentence are enough to convey the meaning to the
users.
Text in pull help content may be longer than text in push help content, but it should still be less
than the documentation in the desktop version.
P2_12. Feb. 2020_10:06_Michael Gögler User Requirements
Text in help content should be as short as possible because users only skim and scan texts in
mobile apps.
Text in mobile apps can be comprehensible in four to five words per sentence, but the risk of
incomprehension is higher when the text is too short.
As little as three words are enough to guide the user in a push context.
Short sentences are useful because users can skim and scan them easier. Hence, concepts
such as easy and plain may be applicable to text in mobile apps, but it must be tested first.
P3_13. Feb. 2020_14:11_Psychology
Text in mobile apps should be short, concise and context-sensitive.
Standards are good guidelines for the amount and length of text, but those recommendations
can be consciously ignored to react to certain situations.
Smartphone displays are small. Thus, the text can be supported by animations. If the space is
enough, image-text combinations can be used.
Only text may be useful when the target groups are experts and certain technical terms cannot
be visualized.
Answers in FAQs should be no longer than one or two sentences.
P4_21. Feb. 2020_13:04_UX/Usability
Established patterns are to be implemented because users are accustomed to those.
An exception could be special fields like microscopy where not all content can be visualized.
The use of only text is okay in that case.
If it concerns critical subjects, text may be the choice in order to ensure safety. Too much text
can also overwhelm users and that could be avoided by not showing the text after a certain
amount of uses of the app.
Text should occupy less than half of the available space in mobile apps. Users do not read long
paragraphs and do not want to scroll down text passages in apps. They would lose their joy of
use.
To restrict coherent content on one page seems reasonable, but the legal framework might
prevent that.
P5_24. Feb. 2020_13:32_Michelle Knüchel UX Design
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PR

Participant 1 tries to implement pictures and videos as much as possible in mobile help content.

Presenta-

With videos and animations, one always has to consider the effort and value. Text can be used

tion

instead of audio to reduce the effort for the creator.

VI

Videos and animations can be used for both simple and complex tasks. Users have a signifi-

Visualiza-

cantly shorter attention span with text than with visual elements.

tion

Icons can reduce the amount of space used in the UI.
Visual elements like the burger icon or the save icon are established and do not need to be
explained.
P1_10. Feb. 2020_18:12_Technical Communication
Visual elements like the photo or the setting icon are established and do not need to be explained.
A question mark for the pull help is comprehensible.
Visualization of help content in form of tutorials and demos is very important to convey the
processes to the users.
There should be more visual than textual elements in mobile apps.
Integration of visual elements may add to the data size of the app.
SUIs do not need to be localized and are a good solution if the effort is feasible.
P2_12. Feb. 2020_10:06_Michael Gögler User Requirements
A question mark is established as the pull help in mobile apps. It is also usually placed in the
upper right corner.
SUIs can be relevant for the user, but that has to be tested first.
Similar content should be grouped. Content that is often used should be placed centrally.
Humans prefer human faces over non-human logos. Content with human faces can be perceived as more personal.
Showing the user an example of the task in animation is useful because it creates a direct link
to the task.
P3_13. Feb. 2020_14:11_Psychology
Actual tasks can be supported by visual impulses. Physical tasks might not be easily adapted
to text.
There is no golden rule for balance between text and visual elements, but visual elements
should take up more space than text in mobile apps. Users especially prefer visualizations to
text in a mobile context. A picture says more than a thousand words.
Videos should contain text snippets, because the user may not always be in a situation where
the sound does not disturb others.
New visual patterns always have to be tested first. Hence, using best practices as examples for
established patterns can be useful.
P4_21. Feb. 2020_13:04_UX/Usability
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SUIs may hold value in complicated desktop applications, but this may not apply to mobile apps
because of the limited display space.
Visual elements are preferably used in mobile apps, but special fields like microscopy may be
an exception because not all technical content can be visualized.
Interfaces in apps are more reduced and contain more visual elements than desktop applications.
Visualizations make it easier for users to imagine and perform the task at hand, but it is even
better to let users perform the task itself.
P5_24. Feb. 2020_13:32_Michelle Knüchel UX Design
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